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The Matter of History

New insights into the microbiome, epigenetics, and cognition are

radically challenging our very idea of what it means to be “human,”

while an explosion of neo-materialist thinking in the humanities has

fostered a renewed appreciation of the formative powers of a dynamic

material environment. The Matter of History brings these scientific and

humanistic ideas together to develop a bold new postanthropocentric

understanding of the past, one that reveals how powerful organisms and

things help to create humans in all their dimensions, biological, social,

and cultural. Timothy J. LeCain combines cutting-edge theory and

detailed empirical analysis to explain the extraordinary late nineteenth-

century convergence between the United States and Japan at the pivotal

moment when both were emerging as global superpowers. Illustrating

the power of a deeply material, social, and cultural history, The Matter

of History argues that three powerful things – cattle, silkworms, and

copper – helped to drive these previously diverse nations toward

a global “great convergence.”

Timothy J. LeCain is the author of the prize-winning book Mass

Destruction. He was a Senior Fellow at the Rachel Carson Center in

Munich, Germany, and a Fellow at the Center for Advanced Study in

Oslo, Norway. He is Associate Professor of History at Montana State

University in Bozeman, Montana.
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In Prague, just a short stroll from where the Charles Bridge so famously

spans the Vltava River, there is a wonderful little restaurant named for the

poet Rainer Maria Rilke, who was born and spent his youth in the city.

I found myself there one evening a few years back, having spent the

previous several days at a workshop dedicated to a theme that is also

central to this book: “Object Matters.” Afterward, I stayed on a few days

to explore the city’s Old Town, whose winding medieval streets were

especially charming and free of tourist hordes in the frosty mid-

December air. That evening at the Restaurant Rilke, alone at my table

aside from a flickering candlestick grown companionably plump with

years of dripping wax, I began to idly page through some of the books

stacked nearby, all of them by or about the mystical Bohemian poet.

In one, a small brown leather-bound chapbook titled Recital, I stumbled

across a line that has stuck with me since: “. . . ich bin in der Arbeit wie der

Kern in der frucht” – I am in the work as the seed is in the fruit.

At the time I was in the midst of writing this book, and Rilke’s words

reminded me that, even when I might appear most alone, I am always

surrounded by the nourishing influences of countless other scholars,

friends, and family – and, yes, creative objects, creatures, machines,

buildings, and things like plump candles – that spark and sustain my

thoughts and actions. At one level this book might be read as another

argument against the still-persistent romantic-modernist celebration of

the individual human creator and inventor, and if I am going to deny the

great Thomas Edison his status as the inventor of the light bulb – as I do in

Chapter 6 – then I can hardly claim any great powers of creation or insight

for myself. In other words, here I have the somewhat daunting pleasure of
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Bruno Latour, arguably the most important philosopher of our time, has
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Advanced Studies at the University of Birmingham, where I was able to try
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